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To the world of Photography 

and the people who help us 

to grow.
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Origin of Photography and

Short Film Club
Photography and short film club was founded by some students

and faculty members with the inspiration the college authorities

in 2013 and is now nine years old in 2022.

In its founding year itself, it gained a huge response from all

corners of JISCE. Not only students but a huge part from the

faculty and staff members joined this club and the journey of PTC

started. It is one of the most active clubs of JISCE. This club has a

major role in each and every event conducted by JISCE. These club

members actively cover whole events like Tech Fest, Sports day,

Republic day, JIS Samman, Foundation day etc.
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The competition enhances the interest of the new entrants

towards photography where they also get chance to get nurtured

with PSFC and also learn from their mistakes.

ALEYA - “A Touch of

Lens”

To taste the photographic sense of

new 1st year students, photography

and short film club conducts ALEYA

right after the New Academic session

starts.

ALEYA…

On the occasion of 
World Photography Day, 2019

A Touch of Lens
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A Touch of LensALEYA…ALEYA… A Touch of Lens
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On the occasion of JIS Tech, the Tech symposium,

photography club conducts iMAGEry.

Students From other Institutes along with the internal

students of the college participate in this exhibition

and competition. Every year there were various

categories of recent genres.

MAGEry
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Durga puja, also known as Durgotsav or Sarodotsav, is

an annual festival which is originating in the Indian

subcontinent. In this time whole city rejoices in festive

mood. Every dark side seems to be illuminated in the

light of festival. During this time, Photography & Short

Film Club of JISCE organizes photography competition.

Beautiful photo of festival published in social media

through our club. In this way the photography club has

made its mark as an important club year after year.

Essence of Light
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In the lockdown phase, to encourage students, the club

conducts some photography competitions.

Such as “Knock Down the Lockdown”, “Imagery – in

digital mode”, “Chitrita”.

This type of initiatives makes this club very popular

among the students.

Lock Down Phase
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Glimpse of  iMAGEry 2k21 
(A photo exhibition in digital mode)
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In the lockdown situation, when we all are at our home

our Photography & Short film club has organized an

online photo festival.

Winter Photo Festival
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JIS Tech is the signature event of East India. Like every

other year, this year also got to experience the final

offline exhibition of this programme in the college

campus on 8th October. JIS Tech greatly aids the

students in cultivating a Promethean psyche. The

occurrence gets to see all kinds of innovatory models as

in numerous hardware devices, software applications,

robotic modernizations, etc. The contrivances of the

participants pay off as their concoctions reach the

audience through the artistic flairs of "Photography &

Short Film" Club. All these varied contributions

augment to the fruition of the event.

JIS Tech
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JIS Samman programme is an attractive & scintillating part

of JIS College of Engineering. Like every year, this year also

remained witness to the vivid schedule of the programme

from 1st February to 6th February. The programme

consisted of plethora of various activities mainly recitation,

drawing, debate, singing, dancing, sports, photography to a

wide range of amalgamation of Idea submission

competition. The contrivances of the participants pay off as

their concoctions reach the audience through the artistic

flairs of "Photography & Short Film" Club. All these varied

contributions augment to the fruition of the event.

JIS SAMMAN
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At the beginning of every year a sport event is

organized by JIS College of Engineering. In this event

Photography and Short Film Club plays an important

role. This club captures every delightful moment and

action of sports event.

SPORTS MEET 
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As we all know for the last two years corona named

virus has disrupted normal human life. So in this

pandemic situation our JIS College of organized a

vaccination drive for 18 to 60+ year aged people in

college. Here photography and short film club

covered the whole process.

VACCINATION DRIVE
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Hi I’m Deepon Ganguly. To take a good picture or to

do good photography, one really doesn't need to have

a DSLR cameras. If you have a mobile and simple

basic knowledge regarding photography, one can

easily do great photography. You just need to

improve your basic photography knowledge like

framing, play with light, exposure and angles, and

call yourself a Mobile Photographer like me.

Alumni Voice
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Hello! Ratul Sarkar this side. I started my

photography journey when I was in my second year, I

got introduced to our Photography club head Dr.

Rupak Bhattacharjee & it was the day when our team

was also introduced. I utilized my free time with my

teammates, went on photo tours, photo walks with

my seniors - Koustav Das, Sayan Acharya & they

taught me a lot!! Managing education & photography

parallelly was kinda difficult for me at the beginning

but gradually I learned to balance both my

professional life & passion from my friends, team

members, seniors, mentors. Right now, I'm staying in

Kolkata working at Capital numbers as a UX/UI

designer. And I'll continue my photography career.

Alumni Voice
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The most important thing is teamwork, if there's no

synchronization, no teamwork, no trust, then the

club won't survive for long. I suggest keeping only

those people who not only love photography but get

excited from the aspects, like composition,

storytelling. Quality is most prior, not the quantity!
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Hi I’m Somdutta Chakraborty. Always loved to capture

the beautiful sunsets initially from the schooldays with

a digital camera. After getting into college, came to

know about PTC in the induction program and joined

instantly without any second thought. Things became

much more interesting after joining PTC and learnt a lot

about photography from the seniors and mentors

having excellent skills and knowledge. Managing the

studies and photography parallelly is not a big deal if

your favorite hobby to invest time is photography. And

photography itself is mathematics regarding every

measurement and calculation.

Currently working in INSYNC as an Associate and the

work pressure is definitely hampering the time for

photography, but never stopped capturing. Still

Alumni Voice
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review the clicked pictures with the seniors and PTC

members. This is what PTC meant for me , a family.

For betterment of the club will always suggest

weekly /monthly seminars with experts, seniors or

PTC alumnus. Also frequent contests, online/offline

exhibitions will be always beneficial for PTC/non

PTC members.
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Hi! I am Subhojyoti Majumder, I believe a

photograph is the only way to showcase your view

towards the subject. And, depends on that I become

interested. Besides, my study I used to click images

in my free time. Currently, I am in TCS, and as a

TCSER we also have Photography Club here so I am

continuing my journey. And as a member, we all have

to gain our interest to make our club the best.

Alumni Voice
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Hello Guys I’m Nipesh Mondal. Photography is the

best thing that I accomplish in my college days.

I completed my engineering and at the same time did

practices of photography. In the day we have 24 hour

we can do lots of other things, so I managed my time

after studying so that photography. This is not just

prosperity it also gives me find the cognitive peace

and focus on studies and happiness. I recommend this

for every learner for finding out there inside thought.

Alumni Voice
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Hi guys I’m Tamojit Bardhan. My interest in

photography came from my love for gadgets. We got

our first camera-phone at home when I was eleven. I

started taking photographs of clouds with it and I

found it really fascinating. At the same time I

unknowingly started using Photoshop. Later I got my

hands on better cameras, photography books,

magazines, etc. and my interest kept growing. When

I became a member of the Photography and Trekking

Club of JISCE and found like-minded people around

me, I was quite sure that it was going to be a part of

my career.

Balancing between education and passion never

became a challenge for me, because I never gave too

much importance to my engineering studies.

Alumni Voice
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I studied only as much as was needed to pass the exams. I never

sat for any engineering job interview; I was quite privileged to

have supportive parents. After college I did wedding

photography for a few months, started a YouTube channel about

photography tips and tricks, stopped the YouTube channel and

went to the National Institute of Design to study photography. I

currently live in Ahmedabad. I am working as a Creative Head at

Shibusa Clothing Co., a clothing brand. My job majorly involves

photography, so I am still in the field. From my experience in PTC,

and then in the world of photography beyond PTC, I can say that

while it is a good place to nurture hidden talents into great

professionals, everybody does not have to be a professional. The

conventional professional photography is just a bucket of water

in the ocean of what the photographic medium is.
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Basanta Utsav 2022

A day of pomp and show it was, when the B.C Roy

Auditorium of JIS College of Engineering was all set to

celebrate Basanta Utsav in its full glory and pride. It was

held on 15th of March,2022.Students of various Streams and

year of study gathered to celebrate this occasion and

ultimately made it a grand success.Out of these people, seven

students were from The Photography and Short Film Club

including its mentor.They actively took part in the

programme by capturing the beautiful moments of

exuberance and joy in their cameras.They have helped us to

preserve the precious and prestigious moments of our

college for years to come.



Kolkata Book Fair 2022

The Photography and Short Film Club, JIS College of

Engineering, has actively participated to capture various

moments at Kolkata International Book Fair,2022. Beautiful

photographs of daily life have come up. Not only that but

also they captured all the performances at the book fair by

JISCE. Mentee photographers performed well under the

guidance of mentors. They learned from their mistakes. All

the photographs have been portrayed on the Facebook wall

of Photography and Short Film Club.
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Women’s Day 2022

A grand celebration was organised to mark the International

Women's Day on 8th of March in the B C Roy Auditorium at JIS

College of Engineering. Students of various Streams and years

of study gathered to celebrate this occasion and ultimately

made it a grand success. Out of all four students from

Photography and Short film club. They captured beautiful

moments of the day. They have helped us to preserve the

precious and prestigious moments of our college for years to

come.



Thank you

Taking an image, freezing a 

moment, reveals how rich 

reality truly is…




